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A film is a masterpiece that represents a person's life, the state of a place, or the
imagination of a filmmaker according to their respective genres. This study
examines the meaning behind the scenes in the film "5cm". This study aims to
examine the meaning of the message of the value of nationalism. The form of
analysis used is the semiotic analysis of sign, object and interpretant which was
coined by Charles Sanders Pierce's. Data were collected through library research
and film documentation processes.

They not only have recreation and celebrate gatherings, but they get many
positive lessons from the value of nationalism, which makes them patriots of a
nation who loves their homeland and protects this motherland with various
positive values. This film is depicted through the concept of a reflection of the
attitudes of nationalism, which includes the messages contained in the
Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia and Pancasila as well as the spirit of
Bhinneka Tunggal Ika in the lives of young people as the nation's next generation.

The results of the analysis show that the meaning of the message of
nationalism in the "5 cm film", is presented from the point of view of the
cinematographer and the lives of all the main characters, but the most dominant
are Ian, Genta and Zafran. It has messages of nationalism in the lives of today's
youth and women that synchronize with their entertainment, namely climbing the
peak of Mahameru.
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